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In the proof of Theorem 7 it is asserted that there exists α e
such that

U*(BGχM)

aq(τ(M)) = wm', ιtf(α) = 0 .
The proof of this assertion is not correct. Under a further assumption that
U*(M) is protective over U*(pt), this is proved correctly as follows.
It follows from Lemma 2 and (7.1) that i*(itf χ/*)*Δ'=0 for i*: U*{EG X Mk)
->U*(EGχ{Mk—M))
β

θ

G

induced by the inclusion. Therefore there exists αG
such that

U'-W-^BGXM)

{idxf

*)**'=]**,&),

where φH: U*(BGχM)^U*(EGχ(Mk,

Mk—M)) is the Thorn isomorphism,

Q

and j * : U*(EGχ(Mk, Mk—M))->U*{EGxMk)
G

is induced by the inclusion.

G

It is easily seen that the diagram

is commutative, where r and r0 are the inclusions, and d\ is the Gysin homomorphism induced by the diagonal map d: M->Mk. Consequently we have
(8.1)

k

(idxd)*(ίdxf )*M = α . φ θ ,
6

(8.2)

G

r*(«/x/*)*Δ' =

216
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It follows from (6.1), (6.3) and (8.1) that
aq(τ(M)) = (idxf)*q(τ(M'))9
and from (8.2) that
dxrfliμ) = (/*)V*(Δ'),
where rΊ M'k-+EGχM'k

is the inclusion.

Since / is null-homotopic, these

imply that
aq{τ(M)) = wmf,

dirt(ά) = 0 .

Thus it suffices to prove that d\ is injective.
U*(pt), it holds that

Since U*(M) is projective over

U*(M) « Hamv+niU+iM), U*(pt))
(see [2]). Therefore, if έ e U*(M) is not zero then there exists /8e £/*(M) such
that </5, 6>ΦO. Since </βx 1 X —x 1, rf#6>=</8, i>, it follows that rf* and
hence rfi is injective.

